Releasing our generational inheritance from the earth
Father, I come before You in the name of Yeshua and through the blood of the Lamb. I stand
here representing all of my humanity as well as my bloodline and seedline. In the name of
Yeshua I stand as an intercessor praying on behalf of all of my family and humanity that is
unable to do so for themselves.
Father, as I present my case, I address You as the Righteous Judge of all Ages. I call on my
Advocate Yeshua and councillor Holy Spirit to intervene on my behalf, as I present my case.
Repentance

In Genesis 1:28 it is written And God blessed them and said to them, Be fruitful,
multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it [using all its vast resources in the service of
God and man]; and have dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of the air, and
over every living creature that moves upon the earth.
Father, we have failed this commission. My generations and I have not looked after
the earth. We did not honour the earth and we did not honour this commission which
you have given us. On the other end of the scope I repent for the warped worship of
‘mother earth’ in our generations – please forgive us. In the name of Yeshua I break
every and all worship covenant which I have with the earth as a mother. I also ask
that any and all generational umbilical cords which I might have with the earth will be
cut. I repent for our ignorance and arrogance of thinking that the world is ours, that
is in service to us alone, leaving You out of the picture and that it is an unlimited
resource. I understand that this word ‘subdue’ as it is used in the scripture means to
confirm, to consecrate, to replenish and to satisfy the earth. Another version says
that we are to replenish the earth. Father, I stand accused before You, and I am
guilty. I want to repent of my disregard for the earth, my killing, steeling and
destroying of the earth and its resources. Father, this is far more than physical
pollution and neglect. I also repent and take full responsibility for the spiritual
pollution and neglect I am guilty of. I repent for contaminating land with my sins,
transgressions, iniquities, choices, words and actions. I repent that the earth is
covered in the blood of wars and violence. I repent for the sexual iniquity that has
marked the earth. I repent for the iniquity of altars and idol worship with which my
generations and I have marked the earth with. I repent for not imprinting the earth
with life but with death.
Father, like Abraham I stand before You and say, behold I who am but dust and
ashes have taken upon myself to speak to the Lord (Gen 18:27). From Genesis we
learn that You have formed man from the dust of the earth. We know and
understand that as we die our bodies once again will become part of the earth. This
is a replenishing cycle that has repeated itself from the beginning of time. Father, I
acknowledge before Your court, today, that our physical bodies – our blood, seed,
bones and organs carry the debris and/or imprints of our sins, transgressions and
iniquities. We understand that most diseases and sicknesses have spiritual roots –
which our bodies expose and reveal through the symptoms it experiences. Father,
we also acknowledge that the records of our sins, transgressions and iniquities are
stored in our blood, seed, organs, skin and muscles – as these serve as memory
banks. Today, I want to take responsibility and repent for the effect my life has on the
earth – in life and death.
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I repent that when we return to the dust of the earth we imprint and load the
epigenetics of the earth with the records of our epigenetics – our sins, transgressions
and iniquities. I repent of defiling and polluting the earth with my spiritual junk. I
repent for the records of my humanity that is witnessing against me in the records of
the earth. In Rom 8:19 it is written that even the whole creation (all nature) waits
expectantly and longs earnestly for God's sons to be made known [waits for the
revealing, the disclosing of their sonship]. Father, I understand that these ‘sons’ are
those referred to in Gen 1 who will truly subdue and replenish the earth – those who
will be life giving to the earth – and who will rule and reign on the earth. Father, this
is Your final plan for Your Sons – to rule and reign on the earth. It is written in Rev
22:5 And there shall be no more night; they have no need for lamplight or sunlight,
for the Lord God will illuminate them and be their light, and they shall reign [as kings]
forever and ever (through the eternities of the eternities).
In the name of Yeshua we repent of believing the lie that You cannot sustain the
earth and that it’s resources will run out. We do take full responsibility for wasting the
earth’s resources, but we know that You are the God who knows the end from the
beginning and therefore your Kingdom principles of life in abundance also applies to
the resources in the earth. We disconnect our belief system to this end-time strategy
of lack.
In the name of Yeshua we take full responsibility for our greed, self-gain and
subsequent hoarding of resources. We repent for not distributing your supply. We
denounce and renounce this belief system of lack and hoarding – for times of need.
You are the God who supernaturally looked after your people in the desert – I bring
your testimony of care, provision and supply into the spiritual atmosphere.
Father, I acknowledge the headship war which is currently reigning in the earth – the
fight over dominion between darkness and light and its sources. I understand that
the earth is currently in the hands of Satan and therefore we see the fruit of chaos,
killing, steeling and destroying everywhere. I repent that I have never claimed back
or wanted to walk in the sonship of ruling and reigning on the earth.
In the name of Yeshua I ask that the records of my sins, transgressions and
iniquities which are testifying against me in the council of the dead – under the earth
will be brought into You court. I take full responsibility for every accusation of
marking the earth with sin, transgression, iniquity, pain and trauma which is ascribed
to my generations and I. In the name of Yeshua, I bring each of these accusations
under the blood of the Lamb. I am guilty. In the name of Yeshua I ask that all of
these records and accusations and dark epigenetic markers that connect me with the
earth will be cut and dissolved through the blood of the Lamb. I take full responsibility
for everything which I have in common with the earth’s trauma and pain. I
acknowledge that when I step onto certain land that it attaches to my body and tries
to communicate its needs to me through the symptoms I experience. Father, forgive
me my ignorance. Forgive me my lack of stewardship and for not praying over the
land to be healed and restored. Father, where I still carry the attachments of land on
my body I ask that I will be cut loose from its memory banks as well as any and all
ungodly attachment bonds. Where you require me to pray into these attachment
bonds and specific pain carried by land, I ask that Your Holy Spirit will reveal to me
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the strategies required.
Father, I acknowledge that it is also possible that parts of other people’s humanity as
for instance dead human spirits, alien human spirits and or soul copies could attach
to me as I have stepped unto land with pain and trauma. Father, where this is the
case I ask that this will be exposed to my spirit in order to remove them from my
humanity.
The earth as justice system
In the book of Numbers we read of the jealousy and headship contention of Koran
and others – rebelling against the order and wisdom of God’s appointed leadership.
But if the Lord causes a new thing [to happen], and the earth opens its mouth and
swallows them up, with all that belongs to them, and they go down alive into Sheol
(the place of the dead), then you shall understand that these men have provoked,
(spurned, despised) the Lord! (Numbers 16:30).
Father I repent, that my generations and I have like Koran provoked, blasphemed
and despised You. I repent of rebelling against and contended with Your appointed
leadership. Father, just like these mentioned here, parts of my humanity and all that
belongs to me have been swallowed by the earth and now live in Sheol – the place
of the dead. Father, I am living amongst the dead.
Father, I repent that I have made my life here in the regions of the dead. I repent that
I am comfortable here and have not looked for a way out. I take full responsibility for
moving, living and having my being attached with Death, Sheol the waters under the
earth and the domains inside of the earth.
Hunters and watchers
Father, we acknowledge that parts of us are trapped and are held hostage in the
regions or domains of the earth. Father, in the name of Yeshua I ask that You would
unarm and remove the hunters, watchers, dwarfs, dark cherubim and any other
human or spirit beings which are appointed as our tormentors, guards, watchmen,
guardians and or bosses over the gates of these regions. In the name of Yeshua we
break our generational covenant with these and divorce any and all spirits
associated with these regions and their gates.
Shields and shells
Father, the gates to these regions are locked-up as shields or shells that keep us
hostage here. In the name of Yeshua I ask that You would expose every shield and
or shell that has blocked my way out of these dark regions and has kept me captive
here. In the name of Yeshua I ask that your Glory Light will shine into these regions
of death so every shield and shell will be exposed. I repent and take full
responsibility for the family insignia of my blood and seedlines that are set as seals
upon these gates. In the name of Yeshua I repent of the generational heritage and
inheritance which are locked up behind these shells and shields. In the name of
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Yeshua I ask that every dark generational hierarchy that is contained in or hidden
behind these devices will be released and brought under Your blood judgment. In
the name of Yeshua I give up the mantels, scrolls, assignments, instructions and
works associated with these dark family dynasties and hierarchies. In the name of
Yeshua and through the blood of the Lamb I break the vows binding me to these
dark domains. In the name of Yeshua I acknowledge that these shields or shells has
the purpose of locking up my free will. I repent that I have chosen to live here, that I
have made my dwelling here amongst my generations. I repent that I have traded my
free will to the powers and principalities that sit as rulers over these regions. I
petition for the release of my memory banks from behind these shields and shells. In
the name of Yeshua I ask that my free will and every part of my humanity which are
trapped behind or under these shields and shells will be released as they are
removed. In the name of Yeshua I repent and take full responsibility for the active
altars in these regions. I repent for the worship which I have given at these altars. In
the name of Yeshua I silence these sounds of worship in the earth, I break up the
circle of witchcraft, blow out the candles and ask that the altars will be utterly
destroyed. In the name of Yeshua I give up the ranking, title, assignment and honor
associated with being a dark kingdom worker in these domains have given me. I
repent and take full responsibility for every chant, hex, vex, spell, incantation I have
uttered here. I repent for every ritual I have attended or took part in. I renounce these
rituals and the authority structures that oversee these rituals in the spirit and or
natural. I renounce and denounce any and all dedications to satan and his workers
as well as all marriages I have entered into – which binds me to the kingdom of
darkness and its spiritual entities. I also renounce my covenant and alignment with
Death and Hell. I denounce and renounce the sound of any and all blood sacrifices
and their power and dominion over my humanity. I break all ungodly transfers of
ownership to which I have succumbed or are held accountable for. Father, every
event of gaining unlawful authority over us, I report to your Court and ask to be set
free from the bondage of being a hostage to these kingdoms. In the name of Yeshua
I cancel and renounce all assignments and protocol of handlers, protectors,
watchers, monitors and guardians appointed over us. I ask that all covenants
between any such spiritual forces and my humanity and parts will be cancelled by
the blood of the Lamb. I choose to give up all I have gained from my association
with these mentioned. I repent and ask that all trades of my humanity – seed, blood
and organs will be reversed in the name of Yeshua. I also cancel every imprint of
sexual abuse where part of my humanity was brought under forceful submission to a
dark kingdom entity. I bring the sound and records of these under the blood of the
Lamb. I repent for every person which I have harmed, trapped or ensnared through
my witchcraft and occult works in these dark domains. I surrender every trick of the
trade and tool I have used at the King of Yeshua. I also ask that all devices as
recorders, viewers, mirrors, tormenting instruments and such will be brought under
the feet of Yeshua. I silence their sound and vibrations in the spirit and in the
regions under the earth.
Father, my memory banks, including all trauma and pain memories, cell memories
and blood and body memories are all locked up behind these shields and shells. I
ask in the name of Yeshua that Your Glory Light of Truth will start to shine on those
parts of my humanity which are trapped here, so that the truth of the memories can
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merge with Your Truth, and can set me free. In the name of Yeshua I invite You into
the wounds that are sheltered and shielded by these shields and shells.
In the name of Yeshua I petition for a release of all of my humanity from these dark
regions – including brain, heart and all other organs which may be present here. I
ask for complete and total restoration of my body, soul and spirit – each part
cleansed, healed, restored and placed back into the place of Your intended design.
Father, I also ask that every false or counterfeit representation of Your righteousness
will be removed from me. I denounce and renounce the false prophets, teachers,
rulers, servants, givers, mercies and exhorters as well as their spiritual domains and
responsibilities.
In the name of Yeshua I also ask that the shields and shells covering the
underground water systems will be removed with their seals of sin, transgression
and iniquity. I ask in the name of Yeshua that all of my humanity will be removed
from these defiled waters and their association with the sex kingdom. I give up all
ability and power to be able to live and breathe under these waters. Please restore
my humanity - I want nothing of Dagon. I renounce and denounce his domain,
covenants and marriage with me.

In the name of Yeshua I ask that You would show the pathway to life. In every
instance where these shields or shells have the purpose of presenting a counterfeit
copy of my life in now consciousness, I petition for a release. Father, I petition that
my true identity and or any part of my humanity which are being held hostage
underneath or behind these devices would be set free. I ask that the mirrors on these
shields and shells will be covered by the blood of the Lamb so that it can no longer
project a mere reflection of my true humanity. In the name of Yeshua I ask that every
part of me hidden in or behind these devices will be set free. Father, strip these
shields and shells from me where they are on me like a glove. In the name of
Yeshua I ask for a divorce and displacement of any spiritual being that is attached to
these shields and shells. Expose them, I pray.
Father, these shields and shells have blocked my humanity from receiving prayer,
nurture, love and the intimacy and safety of Your presence. In the name of Yeshua I
ask that as these devices are removed that these aspects of my humanity will
receive everything that was withheld from them in order to heal, restore and bless
them. In the name of Yeshua I declare that all necessary information of Light and
Truth will be able to reach me so that my issues which have resulted in captivity,
pain and trauma will be resolved. I bring before the court the payment of Yeshua’s
blood which has paid in full any and every ransom required for me to be set free. I
am no longer a hostage, In the name of Yeshua I ask that every shield and shell of
- Lies and deception
- Death and destruction
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-

Terror and torment
Pain, hurt and trauma
Murder, death and torture
War and violence
Sexual iniquity and defilement
Dark blessings and 666 inheritances
Time and life line deceptions and copies
Double or duplicate
Blood and seed
Demonic blessings and destinies
Pride and vanity
Dark birthright and dark wombs
Abuse and neglect
Anointings and offices
Slavery and bondage
Fear, stress and anxiety
Brain and small brain of the heart
Will, thoughts and emotions
Body memories and injuries
Sickness and disease
Weakness and helplessness
Epilepsy
Rejection and isolation
Guilt and shame
As well as any others not mentioned but applicable will be exposed and
removed through the blood of the Lamb. In the name of Yeshua I repent of
every cult connection, web or network attached to these shields and shells. I
ask that the cult control bonds and familiar spirits will be removed from my
humanity. In the name of Yeshua I bring every curse attached or associated
with these shields and shells under the blood of the Lamb.

In the name of Yeshua I also include every self-invoked shield or shell of denial
which had the purpose of hiding the terror of that which has happened to me. I ask
that everything that is exposed after these devices are removed will be filtered
through the blood of the Lamb and the presence of Yeshua. In the name of Yeshua I
give up every position, office and birthright which are associated with these shields
and shells as well as the domains they represent.
In the name of Yeshua I renounce and denounce the false trinity – the false father,
false jesus and false holy spirit which are present in these dark domains. In the
name of Yeshua I also denounce and renounce the false lamb, the counterfeit death
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on the cross and my believing that I am the Christ that had to die at this counterfeit
Golgotha. I bring all these deceptions and lies under the blood of the Lamb –
cancelling their generational programming and imprints on my belief systems.

Father, I bring the transactions before Your Court where any part of my blood, seed
or humanity was sold to Satan by my ancestors in exchange for fame, riches and or
goods. I petition Your court that the blood of Yeshua has paid my ransom in full and
therefore I ask that I will be released from his dominion and legal right to my
humanity. I renounce and denounce every and all contract, covenant and agreement
of any part of my humanity who wanted to embrace this dark hierarchy. I place all
such covenants and contracts under the blood of the Lamb.
It is my free will choice to make a covenant with Yeshua. I want to be married to Him
and Him alone. I therefore ask that all the dark generational trades will be cancelled
in the name of Yeshua. I declare that I am a child of God under the new covenant,
marked by the blood of the Lamb and from this moment I am under the spiritual
authority of Yeshua, alone. I renounce and denounce any and all other spiritual
authority appointed over my humanity, blood and seed.
Father, in the name of Yeshua I now ask to be disconnected from all that attaches
me to the second heaven. In the name of Yeshua I speak to this tree of iniquity –
your roots will die – me and my house will never again eat of your fruits.
In the name of Yeshua I now speak to the earth. Earth, earth swallow up all these
shields, shells, iniquities with their attachments and dark kingdom associations. And
in the name of Yeshua I ask that these aspects of my humanity will be gathered by
Your ministering angels and will be brought from the regions of death – through the
path of life – back to Your presence. In the name of Yeshua I ask for a seal of Your
blood over these generational pathways and devices. I will never again be placed
under these shadows. Whom the Son sets free will be free indeed. We release a
new sound over the earth.
In the name of Yeshua I also ask that the earth will now release my generational
treasures, offices, birthrights, lifelines, timelines, community and blessings which
have been hidden in these regions. I bless every part of my humanity with healing
and restoration. I bless my destiny and design in Christ. I bless my humanity with
overcoming and with a testimony of truth and faithfulness. In the name of Yeshua I
now take up my authority and position of ruling and reigning on the earth. I redeem
the time which I have lost and thank you that I am now able so replenish and bless
the earth through walking in obedience to You.
I pray this in the name of Yeshua.
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